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Abstract
The behavioural theory of consumer is revised using the mathematical to01s
provides by the theory of external differentia 1forrns. After a brief outlook aE the
Pareto's classical theory a generalisation l using too15 normal1y employed in
mathematics but no! in economics, is presented. Definition aE parrial coherence is
(hen introduced

[Q

generalise the concept oE coherence. Finally, some suggestions

for applying the proposed procedures ro arher topics aE economie theory are
introduced.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The theory that does its best to describe and explain the behaviour of
rconomic agents called "consumers" is essentially classical: by way of an
example, suffice it to recall how Vilfredo Pareto applied to the consumer
"roblem the well-known procedures that Lagrange had worked out in his
:nquiry into the conditioned maximums or minimums of the functions of
","eral variables.
Our aim in this paper is to return to the subject using the mathematical
rools provided by the theory of external differential forms.
To this end we will first take a quick look at the classical theory, and
rhen present the generalizations obtained by using tools that are classical
:n mathematics but rotally different to those normally employed in
economic theory. This application will allow us to introduce the concept
of partial coherence with which we hope to be able to generalize the
concept of coherence. In fact this latter concept could be used ro describe
the behaviour of rhe consumer in the cases embraced by the classica l
rheory (which we shall cali Paretian) bur does not lend itself to
generalizarion within the sphere of this theory. However, we believe that
bv using mathematical rools that are more powerful than those used in
Paretian theory it should be possible to widen the concept of coherence,
rhereby furthering our analysis of consumers behaviour by means of
mathematical tools.
We should also like to observe rhat in our view the procedures we are
introducing could also be usefully adopted in urher chapters of economic
theory, thus providing a wider and deeper understanding of the problems
addressed.

2. THE CLASSICAL THEORY

In this paper we will make methodical use of geometrical language
because it is convenient and stimulating for rhe purpo ses of exposition.
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This convention is cleady not harmful to generaJity, which means that it is
highly unlikely to create interpretative difficulties with tegatd to the
problems of economic theoty that we shal! be addtessing here.
Let X stand far areaI Euclidean space with n dimensions (with n ;" 3);
the hypothesis that the space is Euclidean will fa cilitate the expression of
certain equations whose meanings will remain, as we have said, exclusively
econonuc.
Let us adopt the fol!owing conventions:
x = [Xl, x2, ... , Xn

l·

to indicate that the coordinates of

(2.1)
X

are the (real) numbers xl, x2, ..., Xn.

We wil! use the symbol X· to indicate the subset of the points of X
whose coardinates are al! positive; thus we can suppose that:

X· = {x EXI Xi >0, 1 $ i $ n}.

(2.2)

If A stands far an open set, simply connected and limited, contained
within X· , then:
A

eX'.

(2.3)

The coordinates xi (1$ i $n) stand far the quantities of goods that a
given consumer can purchase.
The classica I or Paretian theory assumes the existence of an index
function of utility (or ophelimity, to use Patero's terminoJogy); let u stand
far this function, and Jet us suppose that it has real values and is defined
and continuous in the open set A. We wil! thus obtain:
u: A

~IR

; X I ~ u(x).

(2.4)

lt is cleady reasonable to suppose that the function u(x) is such that it
could esta blish a correspondence between the set A and the real straight
line lR, such that the rotaI arrangement within lR makes it possible to set
up a total arrangement within the open set A as well. Thus, given two
poinrs x, y of A, it can be said that the COnsumer prefers the goods
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possession situation indicated by the coordinates of x to that indicated by
the coordinates of y jf and only if :
(2.5)

u(x} >u(y).

"Indifference variety" is the name given to a set of points of A in which
(2.6)

u(x} = constant.

Without pausing lO discuss the meaning of the numerical value of the
tunction u at a point x of A, suffice it to recall that when there is a
tunction of ophe!imity that performs the functions attribured here to u,
then any other function:

(2.7)

F[u(x)],

",here F is a continuous, monolOnous in the strict sense and growmg
tunction, can be used as the utility index (ophelimity) function.
The correspondence established by the function u between the open set A
and the real straight !ine IR thus rransforms the relation of preference
between the two situations indicated by the two points x and y in the
comparison of rea! va!ues taken from the function u in the same points;
and the existence of a tota! arrangement on the rea! straight !ine allows us
ro conclude that rhe relation of preference thus established possesses the
iollowing properties:
a) two situations, corresponding to two points x and y of A, can always
be compared with each other. In other words, the consumer (who
[ranslates his preferences with the values of the function u) is always able
lO determine whether or not the situation indicated by the coordinates of
point x compared with that of the coordinates of y is indifferent for him,
or whether he prefers one situarion to the other;
b) if a situation corresponding to the coordinates of x is preferred to the
one corresponding lO the coordinates of y, and if rhis in its tum is
preferred to the one that corresponds lO the coordinates of a point z, then
the situation corresponding to the coordinates of x is preferred to the one
corresponding lO z. In mathematical terms it can be said that in this case
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the preference relationship thus established by the utility function pos
sesses the transitive property.
We agree that the consumer who establishes his preferences in the
manner thus described is "globally coherent" in the open set A.

3. THE UTILITY FUNCTION

[n the mathematical treatment it is generally supposed that the utility
function u possesses certain properties by means of which certain
problems and their solutions can be formulated using the tools of
mathematical analysis. The properties that we assume to be valid for the
function u are the following:
a) in the open set A, u possesses derivatives of the first and second
order, and these latter are continuous throughollt the open set A. In the
language of mathematical analysis, this would be expressed by saying that
in the open set A the function u is of class 2 derivability at least.
For the sake of brevity, we shal1 be adopt the fol1owing notations for
the primary and secondary partial derivatives of function u:

Ui=

au
ax •

(3.1)

and also:

(3.2)

uik=

The classical theorems of mathematical analysis al10w us to conclude
that the hypotheses assumed valid for the function u can guarantee that
for the secondary partial derivates of U the fol1owing equations are valid:
Uik=Uki (1~i, k n).

(3.3)
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b) In the open set A the hypersurfaces of indifference, expressed by the
equation:
li

= costo

(3.4)

are convex in the strict sense. Therefore, considering two points x, y of A,
and considering two real numbers a and b that satisfy the following
conditìons:

(3.5)

a >0, b >0, a + b = 1,

if we assume:

(3.6)

z = a x + b y,

then we will always obtain:

(3.7)

u(z» u(x) , u(z) >u(y).

4. THE LAGRANGE-PARETO EQUATIONS

The hypotheses stated in the previous paragraph far the function u
deady aJJow us to use the Ianguage of mathematical analysis to translate
the consumer's problem; indeed, to solve this problem using the tools
worked out by Lagrange for research into the extremal conditioned values
af the functions af several variables.
To this end we assume the existence af a vector p that we shall call the
price vector, whose camponents are the prices of the goods available on
rhe market for purchase on the part of the consumer:
(4.1)

p = [Pl,P2, ..., Pn]·

Let the real, non negative number R stand for the overall expenditure of
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the consumer, that is the quantity of money he devotes to the purchase of
the available goods. We will thus obtain the basic equation:

(4.2)
that expresses the overal! expenditure that the consumer devotes to the
purchase of goods.
From this equation, often called the "budget equation", we can obtain
the following one:

dR
dP,

(4.3)

--=X.

'

to which we shal! be referring later.
Let us now assume that the consumer's behaviour tends to seek the
point x that corresponds to the maximum value of u when the sum R is
fixed, or lO minimize the sum R when the value of the function u is fixed.
As we shall be showing, this proposition expresses the basic hypothesis of
the consumer's behaviour, provided that there is a utility function.
If the above-mentioned hypothesis is translated by means of
mathematical analysis, we obtain what we shall cali the Lagrange system
of equations:

(4.4)

where h is areai number that is usually known as the "Lagrange
multiplicator". By eliminating h from the equation of the first line at (4.4)
we obtain the following system of equations:
Pl Uk -p k Ui =

O

(1

~

i, k

~

n).

(4.5)

These amount to n(n - 1)/2 in number, although obviously only (n - 1)
of them are linearly independent.
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With the proposed hypotheses, the system based on the (4.5) equations
and the second (4.4) one allows us to consider the Pi as functions of xk or
these latter as functions of the pi, in the open set A, when the stated
hypotheses are valid and when the consumer regulates his behaviour in
accordance with the basic hypothesis stated above.
In particular it is thus possible to consider certain n functions:
(4.6)

x = fj(pIR)

that express the quantities of goods purchased by the consumer in the
stated hypothetical conditions and in relation to the price vector p and the
overall expenditure R.
The (4.6) functions are known aS "consumer demand functions" .

5. THE INDIFFERENCE FACET

Using conventional geometricallanguage as mentioned in paragraph 1,
the content of the equations formulated at (4.4) of the preceding
paragraph can be expressed by saying that for each
point x of the open set A there is an "indifference facet" for the consumer.
This facet can be represented aS follows. Let us assume that the linear
polynomial in the differentials dXi is:
(5.1)

This linear polynomial is also known as the "Pfaff form ", or as
"Pfaffian". Using the evocative language of differentials it can be said that
the value of the Pfaffian 1t represents the (infinitesimal) expenditure made
by the consumer to change his situation, moving within a constant price
context from point x of A to a point whose coordinates have grown in
algebraic terms (that is, with possible negative growth) of the quantities
dxi.
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The equation:

dx i=O
1t=LPi
,

(5.2)

translates the conditioo whereby the infinitesimal increment is tangent to
the hypersurface of indifference, and thus takes pIace with constant utility.
The (5.2) equation is called a Pfaff's equation. We will be dealing with
it later in this paper, using the methods and approach of a classical theory
that handles individuaI equations of this type and systems of equa tions of
the same sorto
For the moment we would like to make ooe or two observations thar
explain the aim of this paper and the introductory words in paragraph 1.
We should first of ali point out that the Pfaff's equation (5.2) derives
from the stated hypotheses, that is from the existence of a consumer utility
function and from the eonsumer's behaviour in accordanee with the basie
hypothesis. In other words, in these conditions demand funetions can be
taken into consideration, and the consumer's behaviour is globalJy
eoherenr. This in its tum means that the consumer ean express peference
(or indifferenee) regarding two situations eorresponding to two points x
and y of A, even when these are distam from eaeh other. However, the
(5.2) equation expresses eonsumer's behaviour that only eoneems
situations that are very close and presupposes the existenee of demand
funetions alone and not of global utility functions. In other words, the
validity of (5.2) can be derived from the classieal hypotheses, but this does
not ensure the validity of the classical hypotheses. To achieve this, further
conditions need te be verified; and these, along with the (5.2) equation,
define the globalJy coherent behaviour of the consumer. If this is not so, a
more limited eoneept of eoherence can be defined, as we shall see.
We should also Jike to point out that, from the point of view of the
applieation of the eoneepts that we are eurrently explaining, it would
appear to be easier and more effeetive to work out the observation
proeedures aimed at verifying equation (5.2) than te eonstruet proeedures
for demonstrating the existenee of a utiliry index funetion in the open set
A
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6. THE SLUTSKY EQUATIONS

As we have seen, classical Paretian theory provides us with a description
of consumer behaviour with the (4.4) system of equations. What is known
as "51utsky's equations" derive from these equations using derivation
procedures. The 51utsky's equations are as follows:

(6.1)

For their demonstration see manuals dealing with mathematical
economy such as the one by Manara-Nicola (1970).
What interests us here is to obtain these equations via the Pfaff's
equations mentioned in paragraph 5. To this end we can calculate the
external differential of the Pfaff's form 11 defined by equation (5.1) of
paragraph 5. In fact from (4.6), bearing in mind the equation (4.3) in the
same paragraph, and assuming:

(6.2)

we obtain:

d1l= iI(
Sk - Sk )dPk
<k
l

l

t\

dp .

(6.3)

J

Thus the subsistence of the 51 utsky equations implies that the Pfaffian
differential form p is closed, such that:

d1l = o.

(6.4)

Vice-versa, the theory of external differential forms ensures that, in the
hypotheses formulated for the open set A, the subsistence of (6.4) is also a
sufficient condition for ensuring that the Pfaffian equation:
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dn = O.

(6.5)

is completely integrable, in other words for ensuring that there is a sheaf
of surfaces
(6.6)

u(x) = constant
such that for each point of A

(6.7)

du = n.

The theory mentioned arso shows that the sufficient condition for the
complete integrability of the Pfaffian equation (6.5) can be expressed in a
more general form, imposing the existence of a differential form
such
that:

e

(6.8)
Thus, within this framework is can be sa id that the subsi stence of the
Slutsky equations is both a necessary and a sufficient condition for
ensuring the global coherence of the consumer's behaviour within the open
set A.

7. PARTIAL COHERENCE

We have seen that the theory of external differenrial forms gives an
interesting meaning to the classical Slursky equations in connection with
the problem of consumer coherence. At this point we can take a closer
look at the meaning of the more generaI situation that arises when we
know the consumer's demand functions and we can thus construct rhe
Pfaffian form p, even wirhout satisfying the Slutsky equations.
Obviously in this case there is no utility function that can act as a choice
criterion that the consumer can use [O compare two situations and make
coherent decisions. However, here again certain characteristics of the
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consumer's behaviour can be taken into consideration, thereby introducing
a somewhat milder concept of coherence.
To this end let us point out that even when (6.8) does not apply, it is
possible to define the natural number p that satisfies the limitation:
(7.1 )
and there are 2p functions:

(7.2)
such that the Naff's poJynomial

1t

can be expressed in the following formo

p= d u + Z 1 dv 1 + Z 2 dv 2 + ... + Z p dv p .
lt thus follows that the Pfaffian equation

1t

(7.3)

= O is verified on the n -p-1

dimensionaI varie!}' defined by the equations:
u = c (consranr); Vi =Ci (1 $ i $ p).

(7.4)

This variety can thus be considered as the immediate generalization of
the indifference variety of the classical Parerian theory and could thus be
.
called limited or partial indifference variety.
Moreover it should be observed that the (7.4) equations constitute a
svsrem of p+ 1 equations in finite terms thar link the coordinates of a point
x belonging to the open set A. Thus there are p+1 varieties of dimension np, each one of which is represented by p equations selected from the (7.4)
ones. One of these, for example, is defined by the equations:
(7.5)

Vj=ci (l$i$p);

Only function u varies on this variety, which means that its values can
be used by the consumer as a criterion for comparing two situations. It is
thus reasonable to talk about weak or parti al coherence on the part of the
consumer, who decides to keep on a variety defined by equarions (7.5) and
regulates his choices on the value adopted by function u (at points in the
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variery considered, of course). Similar considerarions obviously also apply
ro each of rhe orher varieries defined by rhe p equarions se1ecred from the
(7.5) ones.
By referring ro the language of the theory of contact transformarions, it
can thus be said that if the Pfaff's equation (6.5) is completely integrable,
then the indifference facets can be organized such that they are ali tangents
of the hypersurfaces of a (6.6) type sheaf. If on the other hand the Pfaff's
equation is not completely integrable, then the facets can be organized so
that they are tangents to certain varieties smaller in size than (n - 1).

8.0BSERVATIONS

At this point we should like ro make a few brief observations
concerning the significance and eventual effects of the theoretical
developments hitherto described.
Firstly we should point aut that we have been referring ro the classica l
prablem of the consumer solely in order to clarify our ideas and avoid the
excessively abstract nature of generai treatments that could appear far
removed from any passi bI e application to rea I economic problems. In
actual fact it would be relatively easy to extend the concepts and
developments outlined here ro problems of a much more generai nature;
indeed, to many other economic questions.
The first example to focus on here derives from the theory of
production and the mathematical schematization of the related problems
using methods pertaining to prafit optimization under given constraints.
However we are also convinced that within the same framework it should
be possible ro deal with numeraus other problems concerning economic
systerns if the prablems themselves are formulated as a quest for the
extreme conditioned values of certain functions.
[n the second pIace we believe that our framework should help
overcome the distance that appears to separate the various approaches to
particular economic prablems. In fact certain mathematical approaches
which seem very e1egant to the mathematician are criticized as being
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èxcessively abstraet because they assume the economie agent's behaviour
to be globally coherent, whieh it rarely is, or beeause they presuppose the
possibility of making eomparisons between very differenr situations.
However, we believe that mathematieal tools can help sehematize and deal
with situations in whieh the agents only display a sort of limited (or loeal)
~oherenee. This in its tum may be seen as a step in the direetion of
rheoretieal tools that aetually fit the objeet of the inquiry better.
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Appendix. A reminder of the external differenti al forms

l. The theory of external diffetential forms is not often used
economic analysis, so we shall now proceed to mention some of its salie
features. As we have already said, with the geometricallanguage we ha
chosen to use we obtain agile and concise expressions without detracti
from the generality. The notation used here has absolutely no relation
the meanings given to the symbols in the previous paragraphs.
Alongside the n-sized Euclidean space in which a point x has t
following (real) coordinates:
XI,X2,

o."

(A.l

Xn )

Jet us consider the vector space of the differentials of the vatiables.
Let us assume:

(A.2)

dx = [dXl ,dx2 , ..., dx n ].

On this vector space of the differentials let us then construct t
n(n -1 )/2-sized space whose generators are the orderly pairs of elements d
and dxk . We shall use the symbol:

(A.3)

to indicate an element of the second vector space that we believe deriv
from an "alternate product" operation applied to the two differentials d
and dXi. This product is indicated by the presence of the symbol "/
between the two differentials and is held to yield to the syntax express
by the following formaI rules:
dx j

/\

dx k + dx k /\ dx i = O and therefore
dx l /\dx l = O

.dxd

dX i /\[a .dx k +b
=a ·dx j /\dx k +b ·dx j /\dx j
with a and b reaI numbers
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(A.4)

2. Let A be an open set simply connected in the space, and a(x) stand
for a vector whose components are functions of the point x of A:

a(x) = [a 1 (x), a2 (x),..., a n (x)].

(A.S)

We shall assume that the functions that make up the vector a have ac
least derivati"es of first and second order in A, and that the latter are
continuous.

The first degree polynomial in the dXi :
a= L.,
~adx.
I
l
i

(A.6)

is also called "linear differential form" or Pfaff's formo
In the hypotheses thus stated, it is also passible Co construct the second
degree palynomial (in the dXi variables) expressed by the formula:
(A.7)

where the symbol da k stands for the total differential af the function a k,
chat is:
da

= I,_k ·dx
. dX )

(A.B)
J

J

The polynomiai da expressed by (A.7) is cal1ed the "external
differential" of the Pfaffian form a; bearing in mind che syntactical rules af
the excernal product, it can be expressed in the following formo

(A.9)

3. Lec us cansider che particular case in which the Pfaff's form derived
from (A.6) in the previaus paragraph expresses the tetal differencial Elf a
function u; in acher words be:
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au
ax

(A.IO)

1

and thus:
(A.lI)

a=du.
In this case we obtain

(A.12)

such rhat, assuming the function u to yield the afaresaid hypothesis in the
open set A:
(A.13)

da= O.

A Pfaff's differential farm far which (A.13) is valid is called closed; if it
is the total differential of a function u, that is if (A.II) is true, then it is
called exact. The brief caJculation performed above shows rhar every exacr
form is closed.
4. The equation:
(A.14)

cal1ed a "Pfaff's equarion". The equation (A.14) is said to be
"completely integrable" if there are two function: u(x) and F(x) such that:

IS

(A.15)

Fa=du.

The funcrion F is called rhe "integrating factar of the form a", and each
variery represented by an equation of the type:
u(x) = c (constant)

(A.16)

(or represenred in an equivalent form) is cal1ed the "solution" or
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I

I
I

°ll1regral" of rbe equarion (A.14).
Obviously if F = 1 rben rbe form a is exact, according to tbe

rerminology introduced in paragrapb 3.
! Tbe necessary and sufficient condition for equation (A.14) to be
! completely integrable tbus proves ro be tbe existence of anotber form
I

(A.17)

sucb tbat:
(A.18)

Ii rbis condition is not met, tben tbere is a natural number tbat meets
the requirements of tbe relation:
2p$ n-I

(A.191

and tbere are 2 p functions:
(A.20)

sucb tbat tbe Pfaff differential form a can be represented as follows:
p

(A.21)

a= du + Z>idv;
i=l

In tbis case tbe n - p-l dimensionai varieties represented by tbe system
of equations:
u

=c (constanti; Vi =ci (constants)

can be called "solutions" or "integrals" of tbe equation (A.14).
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(A.22)
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